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Big night: The University of Montana and Sunburst Sensors won 
two XPRIZE awards July 20 in New York City. Pictured are (left to right) 
Peter Diamandis, XPRIZE chairman and CEO; Katherine Beck, Sunburst 
Sensors LLC employee; Jim Beck, Sunburst CEO; Wendy Schmidt, 
Schmidt Family Foundation president; Mike DeGrandpre, UM chemistry 
professor and Sunburst founder; and Robert Weiss, XPRIZE vice 
chairman and president.(Photo courtesy of XPRIZE)                  
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innER Vision
W elcome to this issue of Vision, the magazine that celebrates the vast range of research and creative 
scholarship by University of Montana faculty and students.
The research enterprise at the University continues to 
show strong growth. Last year we announced a record year 
of research awards amounting to $83 million in funding, 
which was significantly more than the previous high of 
$71 million in 2009. Indicators this year show that we 
will most likely exceed last year’s mark by a significant 
amount and that expenditures from those awards also 
are increasing significantly. These metrics indicate UM 
continues on a path to become one of the nation’s top-tier 
research universities – a Carnegie Foundation Research Very High Activity University – and to demonstrate the 
value of our research and graduate education efforts to Montana residents and the world.
In part because of the tight connection between graduate education and research, I have been asked to assume 
the position of graduate dean in addition to my role as the chief research officer. I look forward to working with 
the Graduate School, the Graduate and Professional Student Association, and graduate students in general going 
forward.
Our cover story describes the accomplishments of chemistry faculty member Mike DeGrandpre. He and Sunburst 
Sensors LLC, led by CEO Jim Beck, received both $750,000 grand prizes in the XPRIZE competition. The news 
was featured on CBS and in Forbes magazine, Popular Science, Business Insider, The Huffington Post and 
Yahoo Finance, among others. Thanks to Sunburst and DeGrandpre, our world now has the technology to more 
accurately measure carbon dioxide acidification’s impact on marine life and ocean health – reliably and without 
enormous cost. These sensors have been used in waters ranging from pristine Montana lakes to Antarctic seas. 
DeGrandpre’s story indicates the importance of translational research, that is, research leading to product 
development which in turn directly impacts the citizens of the state and beyond. At UM we have made great strides 
in technology transfer, entrepreneurship and economic development.
Our Blackstone LaunchPad program provides students, faculty and alumni a path from concepts to startup 
companies. Our business incubator, MonTEC, is full with companies primarily in biotech and information 
technology, creating hundreds of jobs and generating more than $30 million in venture capital in the past few 
years. The Montana World Trade Center, housed at UM, provides support for state and local companies wishing to 
do business overseas. The Procurement Technical Assistance Center helps more than 300 local companies find 
and secure government contracts.
Finally, we recently have started housing the Small Business Development Center for the region. Along with the UM 
Office of Technology Transfer, these units form the UM Business Innovation Zone (BIZ) under the direction of Joe 
Fanguy, providing support to more than 700 regional and state companies each year. UM BIZ demonstrates that 
the University’s research, creativity and innovation help drive regional economic development. 
 
We share more of our activities and accomplishments online. Be sure to follow our Facebook page at http://www.
facebook.com/umtresearch, our Twitter account at http://www.twitter.com/umtresearch and my blog at http://
research.blog.umt.edu/. Help us spread the word about how UM enhances all our lives by increasing knowledge, 
economic development and regional culture. And Go Griz!
      Scott Whittenburg
      UM Vice President for Research and Creative Scholarship
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The research enterprise at UM received nearly $83 million in research awards during fiscal year 
2015 – an all-time record for the institution. The total of $82,964,694 surpassed the previous awards 
record of $71 million set in 2009.
“Here at UM we have faculty with renowned national and international reputations,” says Scott 
Whittenburg, UM vice president for research and creative scholarship. “This new record shows how 
much our external sponsors value the contributions made by our research community.”
UM research expenditures were up 11 percent, vaulting from $58.3 million in fiscal year 2014 to 
$64.6 million in 2015. Interestingly, the number of proposals researchers submitted in 2015 was 
down eight from the 637 submitted in 2014.
“This means we had a greater success in percentage of proposals being funded, combined with 
larger awards,” Whittenburg says. “Current indicators suggest our positive growth with continue.”
In fiscal year 2015, UM had eight faculty with at least $1 million in research expenditures. The top 
five earners were:
•Reed Humphrey, College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences, $4.4 million.
•Ragan Callaway, Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research, $2.9 million.
•Stephen Sprang, Center for Biomedical Structure and Dynamics, $2.5 million.
•Andrij Holian, Center for Environmental Health Sciences, $2.3 million.
•Donald Loranger, Defense Critical Language and Culture Program, $2.3 million.
UM Sets Record for Research Awards Received
Geography Students 
Help Preserve 
Nepalese Tigers
UM geography students are saving tigers – 
one map at a time. 
The UM geography department gave 
12 student cartographers the chance to 
collaborate with Panthera, the world’s 
premier big cat conservation organization. 
The students worked eight months to create 
a set of 14 topographic maps of Parsa 
Wildlife Reserve in Nepal. The maps they 
produced are the highest-resolution maps 
ever created of the park and will help define 
and secure vital ground for the tigers. 
In 2014, Panthera and its partners 
implemented the Tigers Forever strategy 
in the reserve to identify and protect tiger 
habitat.
Tigers Forever program field staff will use 
the UM-produced maps during anti-poaching 
patrols. UM lecturer Kevin McManigal, the 
cartographic manager on the project, says 
the rangers need highly accurate, well-
designed, field-ready topographic maps to 
conduct their patrols.
“These maps have the potential to literally 
change the family tree for these tigers,” says 
McManigal. “The students are very proud, and 
they should be.”
Panthera presented the project to the UM 
students by as a test case. The UM team, 
comprising both undergraduate and graduate 
students, secured 1-meter satellite imagery 
and began digitizing the features in the park. 
They contracted Airbus in France to generate 
a custom, 10-meter digital elevation model 
from Synthetic Aperture Radar data. 
“They flew their satellite over the park for 
us,” McManigal says. Then the UM team spent 
many hours in the lab creating the maps from 
the data points. 
The Panthera managers were pleased 
with the outcome and presented the maps 
to Nepal’s environment minister. McManigal 
says the UM students will continue working on 
projects with Panthera.
Grant Helps People 
with Disabilities Live 
Independently 
UM researchers are developing a state-of-
the-art health promotion program to advance 
the ability of people with disabilities to live 
independently in their communities through 
a new five-year, $2.5 million grant from the 
National Institute on Disability, Independent 
Living and Rehabilitation Research. 
UM’s Rural Institute’s Research and 
Training Center on Disability in Rural 
Communities (RTC:Rural) will increase 
access to its evidence-based health 
promotion curriculum, “Living Well with 
a Disability,” using an online multimedia 
presentation to increase individuals’ 
motivation and confidence to learn 
how to improve their health. 
For more than 25 years, the center has 
responded to the needs of people with 
disabilities by developing new techniques to 
help them improve their health, employment 
and participation in community life. During 
the next five years, this grant will contribute to 
improving the health of people with disabilities 
by increasing health promotion opportunities 
delivered by community-based service 
agencies.
The project team will use a participatory 
curriculum development procedure that 
involves people with disabilities from across 
the United States to ensure relevance and 
usefulness of the multimedia program. To 
ensure adoption and use, the center will provide 
training and technical assistance to community 
agencies located in both rural and urban areas 
of the country.
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Plants Absorb Less 
Carbon Dioxide Than 
Models Show
While global plant growth has increased 
slightly during the past 30 years, UM 
researchers found it hasn’t increased as 
much as some scientists predicted.
Former UM doctoral student Bill Smith 
and Professors Cory Cleveland, Ashley 
Ballantyne and Steve Running studied 
the relationship between atmospheric 
carbon dioxide from human emissions and a 
corresponding growth in plant life, and they 
compared their results with existing models. 
The study was published in the journal 
Nature Climate Change.
Carbon dioxide enhances plant growth, 
and plants absorb atmospheric carbon 
dioxide. The researchers compared 
measurements of plant productivity 
estimated by models with those measured 
by satellites. They concluded that current 
models unrealistically overpredict the ability 
of plants to offset growing greenhouse 
gas emissions, suggesting that the Earth’s 
capacity to take up future carbon dioxide 
emissions may be less than previously 
thought.
“Current Earth-system models assume 
that global plant growth will provide 
the tremendous benefit of offsetting a 
significant portion of humanity’s CO2 
emissions, thus buying us much-needed 
time to curb emissions,” Smith says. 
“Unfortunately, our observation-based 
estimates of global vegetation growth 
indicate that plant growth may not buy us as 
much time as expected, [so] action to curb 
emissions is all the more urgent.”
The authors identify two important 
factors that could drive the divergence 
between satellite-based results and 
model-based results: availability of water 
and availability of nutrients. Satellite 
data indicate warmer climate conditions 
resulting from rising atmospheric carbon 
dioxide may increase stress in plant water, 
counteracting any positive effect of carbon 
dioxide. Additionally, limited availability of 
nitrogen and phosphorus in the environment 
could limit the ability of plants to soak up 
additional carbon dioxide.
Laboratory Adds New 3-D Scanner
On a recent morning inside UM’s Social Science Research Laboratory, three-dimensional imaging 
specialist Mary-Margaret Murphy examines a palm-sized pygmy rabbit skull rotating on what 
looks like a Lazy Susan.
“We have the skull in the scanner field of view now,” Murphy says. “And we’re capturing data.”
Murphy tracks images of the rabbit skull flashing before her on a computer screen. The red, blue 
and green pictures generated by SSRL’s new Breuckmann SmartSCAN three-dimensional imaging 
system provide insight into species morphology and pathology.
“It allows scientists to peel back the layers on the ecology,” Murphy explains.
With help from a $93,000 National Science Foundation Grant and $40,000 from the UM Office 
of Research and Creative Scholarship and the College of Humanities and Sciences, SSRL unveiled 
the imaging system last spring. The scanner’s cutting-edge technology can capture details on bones 
and artifacts just larger than a human hair.
Taking a break from inspecting the 
skull, Murphy hands a visitor a clear box 
holding the pygmy rabbit mandible. It’s 
about as long as the tip of one’s thumb. 
And – nearly 20 years after the skull was 
discovered in the Beaverhead-Deerlodge 
National Forest – its rows of sharp white 
teeth still look well-equipped to shred 
sagebrush, one of the pygmy rabbit’s 
staple foods.
Murphy’s rabbit scan came at the 
request of Philip L. Wright Zoological 
Museum Interim Curator Paul Hendricks, who also asked Murphy to scan a shrew and a vole to 
gauge how much detail the new scanner can capture on small specimens.
Information gleaned today will prove helpful for the Wright museum, which, Hendricks says, will 
use information from the test run to assess the future viability of scanning and digitizing more 
pieces from the museum’s collection of more than 24,000 specimens.
Hendricks is excited about the prospect of digitizing museum pieces. The ability to upload images 
such as those captured today means, as Hendricks says, “It just really makes the whole collection 
more accessible.”
UM anthropology Professor Anna Prentiss, the principal investigator on the NSF grant that 
funded the Breuckmann purchase, is equally excited about the technology’s potential. Prentiss’ 
lab has for years excavated the Bridge River village in British Columbia. During the course of that 
project, she’s collected roughly 17,500 artifacts, of which there are thousands of intact tools.
“The ability to get digital archive samples puts us in an elite group,” Prentiss says. 
By Jessica Mayrer
QUiCK  LooKs
CO2
The new 3-D imaging system enabled UM anthropology 
Professor Anna Prentiss to observe a pecked fish image on 
what appears to be a piece of semi-decomposed slate or 
siltstone. The piece is approximately 1,150 years old.
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Professor Consults for PBS Civil War Drama
UM Professor Anya Jabour spent five weeks 
in Virginia last year working as a historical 
consultant for the new PBS Civil War drama 
“Mercy Street,” which premiered Jan. 17.
Jabour’s job was to make the actors appear 
as authentic as possible, whether they were 
interacting with family members or with 
strangers, whether they were of a younger 
generation or an older one, African-American 
or white, Confederate or Union. And that meant 
providing them with the social guidelines of the 
time.
Jabour was asked to lend her expertise after 
her 2007 book, “Scarlett’s Sisters: Young 
Women in the Old South,” ended up in the 
hands of producer Lisa Wolfinger. 
Jabour served as a script reviewer when the 
series was in the early stages of development. In this role, she commented on characters, plot 
and dialogue, with a focus on young women’s wartime experiences, including shifting gender 
roles, evolving courtship practices and changing family dynamics. Once the series went into 
production in spring 2015, Wolfinger invited Jabour to serve as on-set historical consultant.
In addition to providing guidance when it came to behaviors that were changing as a result 
of the war, Jabour worked with the actors on following the social mores of the time, like how to 
walk in public.
A UM astrophysics professor helped discover how water ions escape from Saturn’s 
environment. His team’s findings were published last year in the journal Nature Physics. 
UM Professor Daniel Reisenfeld is a member of the Cassini research team. Cassini is a 
NASA-managed probe that has orbited Saturn continuously collecting data since 2004. 
One of the instruments on Cassini measures the planet’s magnetosphere – the charged 
particles, known as plasma, that are trapped in the space surrounding Saturn by its 
magnetic field. One of Cassini’s past discoveries is that Saturn’s plasma comprises water 
ions, which are derived from Saturn’s moon Enceladus, which spews water vapors from 
its Yellowstone-like geysers. Knowing the water ions would not be able to accumulate 
indefinitely, the team of researchers set out to explain how the water ions escape from 
Saturn’s magnetosphere.
The answers to this phenomenon were published by Nature Physics in an article 
titled “Cassini in situ observations of long-duration magnetic reconnection in Saturn’s 
magnetotail.” 
In the paper, the authors explain that the plasma found a place to exhaust out of the 
magnetosphere at a reconnection point – basically where magnetic fields from one 
environment disconnect and reconnect with magnetic fields from another environment. In 
the case of Saturn, researchers discovered the reconnection point was located at the back 
of the planet, where the magnetotail was connecting with the solar winds’ magnetic field.
Reisenfeld likens the situation to a rotary or a traffic circle. Once you get into the rotary you 
have limited exit points. 
“If you can’t find the exit, you keep going around in circles,” he says. “So, the plasma 
around Saturn is basically trapped to go around the rotary. We assumed it had to escape 
somehow and somewhere, but actually finding the jettison point is pretty cool.” 
Saturn is a very rapidly rotating planet. This discovery will help scientists understand the 
physics of how other rapid rotators such as Jupiter, stars and pulsars expel their materials 
and the details of how it works.  
Professor Earns Book, 
Teaching Awards
2015 was a stellar year for UM biology 
Professor Doug Emlen.
First, a book he wrote was awarded the 
2015 Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science. 
Then several weeks later, he was named 
Montana Professor of the Year.
Emlen received the award for his book 
“Animal Weapons: The Evolution of Battle” 
and a $10,000 prize at a gala dinner Dec. 4 
at the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.
The award is presented by the Phi Beta 
Kappa Society, the nation’s oldest academic 
honor society. Since 1959, the group 
has presented the award to recognize 
outstanding contributions by scientists to 
the literature of science. Past book winners 
include the likes of “Guns, Germs and Steel” 
by Jared Diamond, which also won the 
Pulitzer Prize.
“I worked long 
hours on this book, 
and receiving 
this award is 
a wonderful 
affirmation,” Emlen 
says. “It’s a great 
feeling to know 
you are bringing 
real science to 
the public in an 
entertaining and 
meaningful way.
 “Animal 
Weapons” tells the 
story behind the 
incredible weapons we see in the animal 
world and what they can tell us about the 
way humans protect ourselves. Emlen takes 
the reader outside the lab and deep into the 
forests and jungles of the world to explain 
the processes behind the most extreme of 
animal weapons.
Emlen was named the 2015 Montana 
Professor of the Year by the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 
and the Council for Advancement and 
Support of Education. He was one of 35 
educators selected nationwide from nearly 
400 top professors nominated.
“There are a lot of us here at UM who take 
tremendous pleasure from teaching – finding 
new ways to excite students, challenging 
them to think hard about the world around 
them,” Emlen says. “I’m proud to be one of 
them and to be recognized for this facet of 
what we do.”
UM Helps Discover 
How Water Escapes 
from Saturn
UM Professor Anya Jabour poses with Hannah 
James, who plays Emma Green in the new 
PBS Civil War drama “Mercy Street.” (Photo 
courtesy of Anya Jabour)
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A UM professor who studies birds around the world has 
discovered trends in how the offspring grow, how parents 
care for the young and how well the young survive based 
on where they live. Now, his songbird research hit the right 
notes with the journal Science. 
Thomas Martin, assistant leader of the U.S. Geological 
Survey Montana Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research 
Unit at UM, set out to explain why tropical birds tend to have 
fewer offspring that seem to grow slower and live longer, 
slower lives than their northern counterparts. He found 
tropical songbirds grow their wings faster, aided by higher 
parental feeding rates for fewer offspring than temperate 
species. Those differences, Martin says, ultimately translate 
to how well the offspring escape predators both in the nest 
and after they leave it.
  Martin’s article, “Age-Related Mortality Explains Life 
History Strategies of Tropical and Temperate Songbirds,” 
was published this past summer.  
Martin, together with students and assistants, studied growth and nest 
predation of 20 to 30 coexisting songbird species in Venezuela from 2002 
to 2008 and Malaysia from 2009 to 2014. They also studied songbird 
nests in Arizona for the past 28 years. The tropical songbirds typically only 
raise two young while temperate species commonly raise four or more. But 
tropical offspring may be more likely to survive.
Offspring of tropical species were thought to grow slower than those 
living in the Northern Hemisphere. That slower growth suggests offspring 
spend more time in the nest and, therefore, are at greater risk of being 
killed by predators. Tropical songbirds’ nest predation risks are equal 
Research: Tropical Songbird 
Habitat Affects Survival
Five times in Earth’s history, 
mass extinction events wiped out 
up to 90 percent of global life. 
UM doctoral student Montana 
Hodges and geosciences Professor 
George Stanley recently found 
the fossil record of the earliest 
North American coral species 
that reappeared after the Triassic-
Jurassic mass extinction event. 
Their findings were published in 
the October issue of GSA Today: 
A Publication of the Geological 
Society of America. 
Hodges and Stanley study the collapse and recovery of coral reefs. 
Corals are particularly hard-hit by subtle changes in ocean temperature 
and acidity. About 200 million years ago, corals and reefs completely 
collapsed. During this particular extinction event, researchers have 
found no evidence of asteroid impact or other catastrophic events. 
Instead, the geologic and paleontological records point to massive 
global climate change. 
“We believe the warming climate was due to a combination effect 
from supercontinent Pangaea breaking apart, changes in sea level and 
massive amounts of gas spewing into the atmosphere from cracks in 
QUiCK  LooKs
UM Science Reveals Earliest Jurassic Corals
to, if not higher than, temperate birds, so biologists 
would expect them to grow as fast as temperate birds, 
rather than slower. Martin discovered that nestling 
bodies actually were similar in size when considered 
over the entire growth period, but tropical birds’ wings 
grow faster. Martin says the paradoxical system can 
be explained by their greater parent-to-offspring ratio, 
which allows parents to provide each offspring more 
nutrition to aid growth.
“Provisioning, parental investment and mortality are 
all related,” Martin says. “A later, faster growth spurt of 
tropical songbirds, together with higher parental effort 
invested per offspring, aids wing growth and flight 
capabilities after the young birds leave the nest.” 
Therefore, the tropical young are more likely to 
survive.
“That previously unrecognized faster growth of wings 
among tropical species aids in escape from predators 
after young leave the nest,” Martin says.
Because of their lower adult mortality rates, tropical 
birds are able to reduce their clutch size. By doing so, 
they can invest more time and energy into providing food to each individual 
offspring.
Temperate birds experience a higher adult mortality rate, especially 
during winter months and migration. They produce more young at the 
expense of a lower investment per offspring.
Martin says by showing the mortality risk to which different species are 
subjected to at different life stages, scientists can begin to see the balance 
of traits favored by evolution.
The study was funded by the National Science Foundation and the 
Ecosystems Mission Area of the USGS.
the Earth’s crust,” Hodges says.  
After that mass extinction event, it took coral reefs more than 20 
million years to completely recover. In the dusty, high desert of central 
Nevada, the team discovered the earliest North American Jurassic 
corals. 
New York Canyon, Nevada, is swathed with sedimentary rocks that 
during the Jurassic period represented the west coast of North America. 
By studying the unique corals found there, Hodges and Stanley aim to 
contribute a better understanding of survival and recovery.  
“Our study may lend valuable information to understanding the peril 
of coral reefs today,” Hodges says.
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UM forest landscape ecology Associate Professor Solomon 
Dobrowski recently received a Google Earth Engine Research 
Award to estimate how changes in both land cover and climate affect 
ecosystems across the entire globe. The grant will allow Dobrowski 
and a UM doctoral candidate to use Google Earth Engine to analyze 
complex geospatial datasets.
Last year, UM Professor Brady Allred received a similar research 
grant. The grants allow Allred and Dobrowski to access Google’s 
expansive database of global satellite imagery for research. Allred 
used the data to assess the impact and recovery of North American 
oil and gas development.
Dobrowski will measure the rate of climate change and land cover 
change by analyzing land surface temperature data collected by 
Earth-observing satellites. It will allow him to identify regions where 
land surface conditions and climate are changing rapidly. He plans 
to create a monitoring framework 
and establish baseline 
measurements from which to 
assess ongoing changes in 
land surface temperatures 
across the globe.
“By using Google’s technical 
and computing capabilities and 
partnering with their scientists, 
we can address earth science 
problems at scales larger than we 
could previously imagine given our 
existing resources,” Dobrowski says. 
Vision 2016
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Rosalyn LaPier, UM assistant professor of environmental studies, 
was appointed a research associate at the Smithsonian Institution’s 
National Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C.
Research associates are senior experts in their field who maintain 
a formal scholarly affiliation and academic appointment with the 
Smithsonian. They are given access to Smithsonian collections and 
facilities. In exchange, LaPier will bring her own outside expertise and 
knowledge to the Smithsonian, which includes more than 25 years of 
experience working with Blackfeet elders researching ethobotany and 
traditional ecological knowledge.
The appointment will last at least three years and may be renewed.
LaPier has worked to revitalize and preserve Native American 
languages for the past 25 years. She continued her research on 
ethobotany, traditional ecological knowledge and Blackfeet religious 
beliefs of nature and the 
environment at the Smithsonian 
and within traditional Blackfeet 
territory in the U.S. and Canada. 
JoAllyn Archambault, National 
Museum of Natural History 
American Indian director, 
nominated LaPier for the 
appointment.
LaPier holds a doctorate 
degree in history from UM. She 
is one of four Native American professors at a research university in 
the U.S. in an environmental studies/sciences department. She is an 
enrolled member of the Blackfeet Tribe and also is Métis.
Visitors to Missoula International Airport have the chance to experience a 
new hands-on science exhibit.
The exhibit titled “Nano: The Science of Small” is featured within a new 
pop-up museum space hosted by UM’s spectrUM Discovery Area. The pop-
up museum opened its doors on the second floor of the airport and offers 
children of all ages the chance to explore the fascinating world of nanoscale 
science.
“We are extremely excited about this partnership,” says airport 
Advertising Manager Amanda Jacobson. “Now, when families are waiting 
for their flight, they can engage with a top-notch exhibit. The partnership is 
a win-win.”
“We hope that the next generation can get inspired about science and 
higher education, and we look for creative opportunities to introduce 
children to hands-on exploration,” says spectrUM Director Holly Truitt. 
The free exhibition features STEM role model Joanna Kreitinger, a UM 
doctoral student studying cellular and molecular biology, whose research 
focuses on how environmental pollutants affect our ability to fight off 
infections and disease. She regularly uses nanoscience in these efforts.  
Committed to inspiring a culture of learning and discovery for all, 
spectrUM is an interactive science center that annually serves more than 
50,000 Montanans through in-museum and mobile programming. 
LaPier Named Smithsonian Research Associate 
V
QUiCK  LooKs
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Google Assists with UM Research
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How a company 
started by a 
UM researcher 
brought home 
one of the most 
coveted awards 
in science
By Cary Shimek
Chemistry Professor 
Mike DeGrandpre poses 
in his UM lab with 
several versions of the 
sensors he developed 
with Sunburst Sensors 
LLC, including a new 
titanium version that can 
function at 3,000 meters 
underwater.
Winning the
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Some friendships can change the world. So can some 20-year high school reunions. 
In 2001, the Capital High School Class of 
1981 converged on Helena for the sacred 
rite of discovering who had gained weight, 
lost hair, reproduced or become completely 
unrecognizable. At the reunion, Jim Beck, 
a towering 6-foot-7 mechanical engineer 
from Seattle, chatted with a classmate 
and learned another old friend, Mike 
DeGrandpre, now worked at the University 
of Montana and had started a company, 
Sunburst Sensors LLC.
Somewhat intrigued, Beck sought out 
DeGrandpre, a buddy he had known since 
junior high. They hadn’t been best friends 
in high school, but they had moved in the 
same circles, taken the same classes, 
shared the same dry sense of humor 
and served as class officers together. 
(DeGrandpre was president, Beck 
treasurer.) Once they had camped together 
in the Pintler Mountains – an adventure 
aborted after waking to 4 inches of August 
snow.
The two soon learned their post-high 
school lives included a shared professional 
interest: sensors. DeGrandpre and UM had 
patented a device for analyzing marine and 
fresh water in 1999, and he had created 
Sunburst Sensors to market what became 
known as SAMIs: Submersible Autonomous 
Moored Instruments. Beck was running 
a small company that produced a high-
tech pedometer, a sort of early Fitbit for 
scientists, but he itched to return home to 
Montana. Could Sunburst get him back to 
Big Sky Country?
After the reunion, the two friends kept 
in touch. Beck learned Sunburst wasn’t 
selling many SAMIs in the early 2000s, 
and the company needed a fresh infusion 
of cash to remain viable. DeGrandpre had 
put up $25,000 or so of his own money to 
keep Sunburst afloat. He and Beck worked 
together on grant proposals to continue 
improving the SAMI technology, but 
nothing was funded. Beck couldn’t risk 
returning to Montana unless Sunburst 
became a better bet.
They worked together on one last 
grant proposal in 2005. If that proposal 
failed, Beck was staying put and there 
was a chance Sunburst would fold. But 
this time they landed a sizable National 
Oceanographic Partnership Program grant 
to make the SAMIs more user-friendly.
DeGrandpre now could offer his high 
school buddy three years of guaranteed 
salary, as well as half ownership of 
Sunburst. Beck made the jump to 
Missoula.
“That was a critical moment,” 
DeGrandpre says. “I was the idea guy that 
came up with these products. But Jim 
has these skills like programming and 
mechanical design, and he actually can 
make a manufacturable product and run a 
business. He was the perfect guy.”
A few years after that high school reunion, 
the tide had turned for Sunburst Sensors.
Jump ahead a decade to July 20, 2015. DeGrandpre, Beck and Beck’s wife, Katherine (a Sunburst employee and 
another Capital Class of ’81 graduate), 
found themselves in New York City’s Harold 
Pratt Mansion for a lavish awards ceremony. 
Sunburst Sensors was one of five finalists 
for the $2 million Wendy Schmidt Ocean 
Health XPRIZE. The elaborate stage and 
well-dressed announcers and researchers 
gave the room an Academy-Awards-of-
Science feel.
XPRIZE is a nonprofit organization that 
designs and manages public competitions 
Young XPRIZE winners: When Mike Degrandpre (far left) and Jim Beck (white shirt) 
were seniors at Capital High School in Helena in 1981, they had no idea where 
their shared future would lead them.
Winning the
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to encourage technological developments that benefit humankind. Since 
2004, the foundation has completed five XPRIZE competitions. The first was 
the $10 million Ansari XPRIZE that created the first private-industry-produced 
reusable spacecraft. 
The ocean health XPRIZE competition challenged teams of engineers, 
scientists and innovators worldwide to create a precise pH sensor that would 
measure ocean chemistry from its shallowest waters to deepest depths. 
The aim of the competition was to provide incentive for the development of 
accurate, affordable instruments to measure ocean acidification. The oceans 
absorb about a third of the carbon dioxide pumped into the atmosphere by 
humans, which makes the seas more acidic and may lead to calamitous 
results. More accurate and affordable instruments may help scientists 
understand and possibly solve the problem.
Team Sunburst from landlocked Missoula had some serious competition 
in the room. The other finalists from around the globe included Team ANB 
(Cambridge, England), Team XYLEM (Bergen, Norway), Team DuraFET (USA) 
and HpHS (Tokyo). When Team DuraFET was introduced, about 15 people 
walked on stage. Nervous about the resources they were up against, Jim 
Beck whispered to his colleagues, “They are legion.”
The XPRIZE actually was broken into two $750,000 grand prizes – one for 
affordability and one for accuracy – and then two $250,000 second-place 
awards in the same categories.
XPRIZE did a short film on each finalist team. In the Sunburst clip, 
DeGrandpre says, “I call myself an inland oceanographer because we don’t 
have an ocean here in Montana.” Beck continued: “One of the challenges of 
doing chemical oceanography 480 miles from the ocean is getting seawater. 
XPRIZE Foundation 
Has Given Five Awards
In 1714, the British government offered 
20,000 pounds to anyone who could solve 
the greatest scientific challenge of the 18th 
century: pinpointing a ship’s location at sea by 
knowing its longitude. This challenge produced 
two solutions. Then in 1919, New York hotelier 
Raymond Orteig offered $25,000 to anyone 
who flew nonstop between New York and Paris. 
Charles Lindbergh collected that prize in 1927.
Started in 1995, the nonprofit XPRIZE 
Foundation emulates these examples by 
offering rewards to those who produce “radical 
breakthroughs for the benefit of humanity.” 
The foundation has awarded five prizes:
	$10 Million Ansari XPRIZE for 
Suborbital Flight (2004). A challenge 
to build a private spaceship that carries 
three people to space twice in two 
weeks.
	$2 Million Northrup Grumman Lunar 
Lander XCHALLENGE (2009). A 
challenge to build precise, efficient 
small rocket systems.
	$10 Million Progressive Insurance 
Automotive XPRIZE (2010). A challenge 
to design and race vehicles that get 100 
mpg for the mass market.
	$1 Million Wendy Schmidt Oil Cleanup 
XCHALLENGE (2011). A challenge to 
speed the pace of cleaning surface oil 
spills on the ocean. 
	$2 Million Wendy Schmidt Ocean 
Health XPRIZE (2015). A challenge 
to develop better tools to understand 
ocean acidification. 
Other challenges are ongoing, and the 
foundation cancels contests that are not 
successful. Visit http://www.xprize.org/ for 
more information.
A diver works on a SAMI 
deployed near a coral 
reef in the Bahamas. 
(Photo by Jim Hendee)
SpaceShipOne is carried aloft while 
winning the Ansari XPRIZE in 2004. 
(XPRIZE photo) 
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Last time I was in Seattle, I ended up wading 
out to Pudget Sound with this jug.” He also 
said, “We are competing against some 
teams that have a lot of resources, and 
we’ve made it a long way. So it feels good 
that we’ve proven that with a small team we 
can do something this big.”
The night got bigger for Sunburst. 
After Team ANB won second place for 
affordability, the Missoula team won the 
grand prize. DeGrandpre and Beck took the 
stage amid applause, and the presenter 
had to reach high to put a medallion 
depicting a “sea butterfly” pteropod around 
Beck’s neck. (The shells of such pteropods 
are eroded by ocean acidification.) For 
accuracy, second place went to Team 
DuraFET, and then Sunburst won another 
grand prize. A grinning DeGrandpre held 
aloft an XPRIZE trophy depicting a wave and 
coral reef.
Sunburst had experienced the best 
possible outcome: two grand prizes for a 
total purse of $1.5 million.
“I was smiling much more than normal,” 
DeGrandpre says with a laugh. “It was 
exciting, and I was relieved.”
Presenter Paul Bunje, senior director of 
the ocean health XPRIZE, said, “You have 
proven XPRIZE right that innovation can 
come from anywhere and it can 
make the impossible possible. You 
all are heroes for stepping up and 
attempting to do something that 
most of the world thought was 
unsolvable. You are true ocean 
heroes.”
DeGrandpre seemed destined for a career in science even back at 
Capital High, where he did an 
award-winning aquatics project 
on Helena’s water quality. He did 
his undergraduate work in Montana and 
attended grad school at the University of 
Washington. Beck left Montana for the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
where he played basketball his 
sophomore year and studied mechanical 
engineering. He also attended graduate 
school at UW.
DeGrandpre studied sensor technology 
in grad school. “Using fiber-optics to 
probe matter was a big thing to do then,” 
he says. “You would configure fiber-optics 
to take light down and back, and then 
you look at the signal to understand 
what is going on with the stuff you shine 
light on.”
He sometimes became frustrated with 
researchers who developed fiber-optic 
technology – stick a fiber in a beaker of 
solution, record a signal, write a paper – 
but then nothing ever came of it.
“I call that proof-of-concept technology,” 
he says. “You make something work, but 
then you never pursue a true application. I 
wanted to take that technology and really 
use it for something.”
In 1990, DeGrandpre landed a 
postdoctoral position with the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution in 
Massachusetts. In his application, he 
wrote he wanted to develop an ocean 
carbon dioxide sensor using fiber-optic 
indicator technology. He later learned his 
application literally went into the garbage 
because he was an analytical chemist and 
not an oceanographer. But Craig Dorman, 
the Woods Hole director at that time, 
overruled the search committee because he 
believed the institution needed more sensor 
development. 
DeGrandpre stayed at Woods Hole nearly 
five years, and it was a productive time for 
him. He met his future wife, Kate Lindner, 
a grad student in the Boston University 
marine program, while she worked at a deli. 
He also wrote several papers, landed grant 
money and transitioned into more of an 
environmental chemist.
In 1992, he took a sensor prototype on its 
first ocean cruise. This version had to stay 
with a ship, but he soon started working on 
a proto-SAMI unit that could function on its 
own buoy. In 1993, he joined forces with an 
engineer named Terry Hammar to upgrade 
the sensor, and in 1994 it was deployed at 
the Woods Hole testing dock. 
During one test, a failed pump caused 
water to flood a work station on the dock. 
Without thinking, DeGrandpre rushed 
into the flooding room to unplug some 
equipment. That room was a dangerous mix 
of electricity and conductive seawater.
“I was lucky I wasn’t electrocuted,” he 
says. “I realized then the development of 
new technology involves a lot of risks – 
sometimes even death!”
DeGrandpre says his wife came 
up with the catchy SAMI acronym, 
and over the next few years six 
more were deployed. Though his 
career was going well, he didn’t 
plan to stay at Woods Hole, where 
he needed to earn grants and pay 
Sea froth surrounds pH 
sensors being lowered to 
3,000 meters off the coast of 
Hawaii from the deck of the 
Kilo Moana research vessel. 
(Photos by Jim Beck)
Sunburst had 
experienced the 
best possible 
outcome: two 
grand prizes for 
a total purse of 
$1.5 million.
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his own way or lose his job. When he tried 
for a permanent position and didn’t get 
it, he started looking for jobs on the West 
Coast closer to Montana. In 1995, a job 
opened in the UM chemistry department, 
and he got to come home.
Now an oceanographer far from the 
sea, DeGrandpre taught college chemistry 
classes while continuing to work on his 
sensors and garner research awards. At 
one point he tested a SAMI in Montana’s 
Placid Lake. In 1999, he and UM patented 
the sensor method, and Sunburst was 
born.
“We sold our first SAMI for $20,000 
to a well-known carbon-cycle scientist in 
Canada,” he says. “Since he had the only 
one in the world, we think he got a good 
deal on it. We offered the first product you 
could put on a buoy, and we were the only 
company selling these for at least six or 
seven years. We were the first.”
Business was slow but showed some 
promise. Sunburst added two or three 
employees, and in 2002 a new SAMI was 
developed to measure pH instead of CO2. 
For a time the firm was housed in MonTEC, 
a UM-affiliated technology incubator. 
Beck says about 70 of the original 
sensors were sold in the first nine years 
of the company’s existence, but after 
redesigned units were released in 2009, 
Sunburst has sold more than 300. In 2012, 
the company was hired to produce 145 
units for the Ocean Observatory Network. A 
new unit today sells for about $17,000.
“The first year I was there, I think we sold 
three instruments,” Beck says. “I know our 
sales were under $100,000. But last year 
we sold over $1 million. So things have 
picked up.”
A SAMI-pH draws in sea water, puts in a 
dye that changes color depending on the 
water’s acidity – much like litmus paper – 
and then shines a light through the dye. The 
resulting color of the water reveals the pH.
“It doesn’t seem like much, but the 
machining of this is actually quite 
complicated,” DeGrandpre says. “We 
have some manufacturing techniques 
and designs that keep us special, and we 
designed this thing in a way that nobody 
else does – and that’s where the real 
innovation is.”
He says Sunburst works with Montana 
companies whenever possible. Big Sky 
Machining of Superior and Diversified 
Plastics of Missoula are key partners.
Presently located in adjacent, nondescript 
Missoula storefronts near Broadway Street, 
Sunburst employs nine people. It seems an 
unlikely place to produce an XPRIZE, but 
the interior is packed with workspaces to 
assemble, test and repair SAMIs. 
Beck largely runs Sunburst, but he and 
DeGrandpre email frequently and meet 
every two weeks or so to discuss company 
business. DeGrandpre’s UM lab also teems 
with SAMIs in various states of assembly 
that he uses in his research, and he often 
sends students to Sunburst to become 
employees. And it’s interesting to note 
that Todd Martz, a former doctoral student 
of DeGrandpre’s, was on Team DuraFET, 
which won a second-place XPRIZE during 
the competition.
So UM helped win two XPRIZE grand 
prizes and also helped educate a team that 
came in second.
•   •   •
DeGrandpre says Sunburst has long 
been a leader in ocean sensor technology, 
so when the XPRIZE was announced in 
September 2013, they knew they had to 
defend their turf. The sensors have been 
deployed in locations worldwide on buoys, 
and they recently had a SAMI-CO2 and 
SAMI-pH deployed under the ice in the 
Arctic. The sensors hung on a line – one 
above the other – and transmitted their 
data via satellite. 
The XPRIZE affordability purse called for 
the creation of a sensor costing less than 
$1,000, and that meant a major redesign 
of the Sunburst product. Beck says just one 
pump and valve in their regular SAMI costs 
$640, and the housing for those two items 
increases the cost to well over $1,000 – 
and there are many parts beyond these. So 
a much simpler design was required, but 
eventually they created the “inexpensive” 
iSAMI. DeGrandpre says they already had 
a head start to create a cheaper sensor 
from a Small Business Innovation Research 
Program grant. (The idea for that grant is to 
produce great research results by seeding 
the world’s oceans with inexpensive 
sensors on disposable drifters.)
To compete for the XPRIZE accuracy 
purse the team needed a sensor that 
would work at 3,000 meters. The deepest 
a Sunburst sensor had been tested before 
was 900 meters. So they created a slightly 
slimmer (and more expensive) SAMI in a 
titanium housing called the tSAMI.
Seventy-seven teams from around the 
globe expressed interest in seeking the 
prize, but only 24 eventually registered 
for the competition. The contest was 
divided into several phases. Only 18 teams 
competed with sensors at the Monterrey 
Bay Aquarium Research Institute in 
California. Fourteen teams then advanced 
to coastal trials at the Seattle Aquarium, 
and then five finalists sent sensors down 
to 3,000 meters using a research vessel 
near Hawaii. 
Sunburst CEO Jim Beck (left) recovers his company’s tSAMI device after its 
return from 3,000 meters underwater off the coast of Hawaii during Phase 4 of 
the ocean health XPRIZE competition. (XPRIZE photo)
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Beck went on the cruise that tested the 
tSAMI. He and DeGrandpre were not sure 
if they or their creation could take the 
pressure. 
“And on the fifth day of a six-day cruise, 
Mike sends me an email that says the 
reagent we use in our device has pressure 
sensitivity and that we need to correct for 
it,” Beck says. “I had already processed all 
this data, and I had to rewrite a bunch of 
code at the last minute to deal with this. 
We weren’t certain of our approach, but 
what we did must have worked.”
When the tSAMI emerged from the 
ocean depths on its seventh deployment, 
Beck put his ear against it to hear the 
telltale click of a pump working. His heart 
lurched when all was silent, but when the 
instrument downloaded he knew things 
were OK … and the XPRIZE was won.
•   •   •
What is 
Ocean 
Acidification?
At least a quarter of the carbon 
dioxide released by the burning 
of fossil fuels dissolves in Earth’s 
oceans and lakes. Over time this 
has lowered the pH of the oceans 
and made them more acidic. To 
achieve chemical equilibrium, 
CO2 reacts with water to form 
carbonic acid. 
In the past 200 years, the ocean 
has become 30 percent more acidic, 
which is faster than any known 
change in ocean chemistry in the 
past 50 million years. This rapid 
change doesn’t give ocean life much 
time to adapt, and scientists worry 
about major negative impacts to 
ocean ecosystems. The shells of 
some animals already are starting to 
dissolve in more acidic seawater. 
“We used to think the ocean had 
infinite capacity to accept abuse,” 
says Paul Bunje, the senior director of 
the ocean health XPRIZE competition. 
“We now know that isn’t true. Down 
the road I would like us to do an ocean 
pH forecast, much the way we do a 
weather forecast.”
The latest XPRIZE produced better 
instruments to help scientists more 
accurately measure and understand 
ocean acidification.
DeGrandpre says a big chunk of the 
XPRIZE winnings will go to taxes. A portion 
also will go to employee bonuses and 
rewarding loyal business partners. And 
they will try to speed innovation of core 
Sunburst products. Improving the Sunburst 
facilities or adding employees are other 
options.
“The iSAMI we entered in the XPRIZE 
competition was a prototype,” Beck says. 
“Now it’s time to turn it into real products 
that we can get into the hands of the 
scientific community. We’ve had a lot of 
interest.”
UM held a campus event in summer 
2015 to celebrate Sunburst and the big 
XPRIZE win. 
“To have a team from our University and 
our community win an XPRIZE is something 
I don’t think will happen too often at 
the University of Montana or any other 
university,” President Royce Engstrom said 
before leading the gathered dignitaries in a 
toast. “So this is a very special day for us to 
recognize the hard work, the creativity and 
just the tremendous expertise of our team 
from Sunburst.”
Then-Lt. Gov. Angela McLean, a former 
high school teacher, represented the state 
of Montana at the event. “It’s not lost 
on me that the two [Sunburst] leaders 
hail from Capital High School in Helena, 
Montana,” she exclaimed. “Public school 
kids! It doesn’t get any better than that.” V
For more information email 
michael.degrandpre@umontana.edu 
or jim@sunburstsensors.com. 
Beck (white shirt) and Paul Bunje, 
senior director of the Wendy Schmidt 
Ocean Health XPRIZE (far right), meet 
with Weather Channel celebrities 
after UM and Sunburst’s big win. 
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R ows of race bibs from ultra-marathons and bike rides fill one wall of Justin Angle’s 
office on the third floor of UM’s Gallagher 
Business Building. The numbers serve 
as sentimental reminders, each one 
a personal touchstone for a story of 
endurance.
For the UM assistant professor, the race 
numbers convey his proud affiliation with 
a community of distance runners and 
cyclists. For someone else, an office wall 
might display other keepsakes of events or 
the mascots of favorite sports teams. But 
what if a sports mascot has the opposite 
effect of pride on a group of people? 
Should we ban that mascot? Find a new 
one? From the recent controversy over 
the Washington Redskins to the display of 
the Confederate flag, the subject often is 
fervently debated.
Until now, disputes over American Indian 
sports mascots lacked enough empirical 
evidence to support assumptions that 
the use of Indian imagery perpetuates 
stereotypes, Angle says. Are some mascots 
more pernicious than others? Does it 
matter how close you live to a professional 
sports franchise with an Indian mascot?
That lack of data is about to change. 
Angle’s research on Indian mascots in 
professional sports and whether they 
perpetuate stereotypes almost has reached 
the finish line. The study currently is 
under advanced review at the Journal of 
Consumer Psychology. After intensive field 
and lab studies, the answer points to yes.
“I’m convinced that American Indian 
mascots are bad,” Angle says, indicating 
that the new data add weight to the 
American Psychological Association’s 2005 
call for the retirement of all Indian mascots.
Investigating the effect of Indian mascots 
on the general population represents a 
first for researchers and one that’s tricky 
to study. Angle started the project in 2007 
as a doctoral student at the University of 
Washington. In 2012, he joined the faculty 
of UM’s School of Business Administration.
“I’ve focused my research on how people 
shape their identity through their brand 
choices,” he says. “I look at how they learn 
about brands, how they interpret what 
brands do and how brands affect attitudes 
toward people – often outside of their 
awareness. That led me to the mascot 
question.”
When it comes to the impact of Indian 
sports mascots on American Indians, 
published research has linked exposure 
to mascots with lower self-esteem in 
American Indian children. For that reason 
alone, Angle stresses that he favors 
retirement of the mascots. Major league 
sports with Indian mascots may face 
declining revenues as well, according to 
recent studies.
But without data on the broader effect of 
mascots on sports fans or people casually 
familiar with the professional teams, 
it’s difficult to know how seriously the 
mascots might affect societal views toward 
American Indians.
Applying the patience of an ultra-
marathoner, Angle and his colleagues from 
UM, UW and Washington State University 
took multiple steps toward finding out. 
Survey participants ranked 10 Indian 
mascots (looking at both name and logo 
together), with the Atlanta Braves coming 
out as least offensive and the Cleveland 
Indians as the most. Then, the research 
team paired two sets of Major League 
Baseball teams for a field study of the 
people who live in the vicinity of the teams: 
the Cleveland Indians versus the Detroit 
Tigers and the Atlanta Braves versus the 
Miami Marlins.
The pairing assured similar 
demographics of cities and a chance to 
measure the effects of exposure to an 
Indian mascot versus a non-Indian mascot 
on people in those areas. To find out, the 
team used the Implicit Association Test 
to indirectly assess the degree to which 
participants associated American Indians 
with the term warlike. The widely used test 
measures associations between concepts 
and attributes.
“It turns out that people in Cleveland 
have more stereotypical views toward 
American Indians than people in Detroit,” 
Angle says. “People in Atlanta do not have 
any measurable difference from people in 
Miami, and residents of both these cities 
have less stereotypical views than Cleveland 
residents.”
The severity of the mascot (Chief Wahoo 
of the Cleveland Indians) likely influences 
people’s stereotype strength, he says. 
Within the group of people surveyed, Angle 
also wanted to see if political identity would 
make a difference. It does.
“We know from other studies that liberals 
tend to be more malleable in their world 
views than conservatives,” says Angle. He 
anticipated that liberals would be more 
affected by exposure to mascots, and that 
hypothesis held true.
Currently, Angle and his team are in the 
Branding Game
The
Research delves into use of Native sports mascots
By Deborah Richie
Piggybacking 
with established 
brands doesn’t 
always work
Above: Flickr photo by Keith Allison
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finishing stages of the lab portion of the 
study, asking people questions in controlled 
settings as a way to substantiate findings 
from the field. Angle recognizes his work 
delves into rugged terrain. Just as in one 
of his 100-mile runs over mountains, 
the footing is not always sure. However, 
the journey is important. The work will 
help steer an important conversation at 
all levels, from sports fans loyal to their 
mascots to the billion-dollar corporations 
that back the teams.
“Not only do the Indian mascots have 
negative effects on society and consumer 
welfare, but they might be bad business, 
too,” he says. Personally, he hopes the 
project will contribute to the ongoing quest 
for improving race relations and civil rights.
Angle’s focus on the Indian mascot 
question arose in part from 
his doctoral dissertation 
on people’s attachment to 
brands, whether a sports 
team or a favorite product.
“I wanted to find out how 
people respond when their 
identity is threatened,” he 
says.
Angle’s published results might seem 
surprising at first. One way to motivate 
hardcore fans of a product or a sports 
team is not to reward them for their loyalty, 
he says. Instead, make them feel less 
secure. By doing that, people want to prove 
their loyalty, whether it’s by going to more 
Griz games or stepping up their purchases 
of a favorite brand.
“The more your association with a brand 
is challenged, the more you will pursue the 
brand,” he says.
Angle’s doctoral work offers insights to 
the mascot question. If people have fierce 
attachments to mascots, the threat of 
changing them could trigger a reaction to 
dig their heels in and show even greater 
loyalty. However, by understanding that 
motivation, Angle believes strategies 
Just how much do you 
love the Griz? So you think you’re 
a Griz fan. Prove it. Can you name four ways you 
demonstrate that you are a fan? Pretty easy, right?  Now 
try to list 12 ways you demonstrate that you are a fan. More 
difficult. Perhaps that difficulty made you feel less secure in 
your level of fandom. If that’s the case, maybe Angle will be 
waiting at a Griz gear retailer to see if you show up. 
Justin Angle, an assistant professor 
of marketing, studies how Native mascots 
affect societal views of American Indians. 
can be developed to help people accept a 
change. The key is to prevent people from 
feeling like their loyalty is being challenged.
As Angle continues his study of identity 
and brands, he hopes to continue on the 
course he’s headed with Indian mascots. 
He believes there’s plenty of new terrain to 
cover on subjects where his research can 
contribute to improving people’s quality of 
life.
When it comes to terrain, Angle 
couldn’t be happier with UM’s proximity 
to challenging running trails. All he has 
to do is head out the door and up Mount 
Sentinel’s M Trail and on to the summit. He 
and his family live next to a trailhead leading 
into the Rattlesnake National Recreation 
Area. Angle is thrilled that his two young 
daughters are growing up in Montana with 
the wilds right out their door.
Whether teaching, researching or running, 
Angle clearly goes the extra mile, or you 
might say the ultra miles. On his personal 
running website, he describes himself as 
“ultra runner, ultra scholar, ultra dad, ultra 
husband & ultra thankful for the folks who 
help make it all possible.” V
As a researcher of brands, Angle provides a unique perspective on the 
psychology of branding. His prowess in the ultra-marathon world has 
earned him the sponsorship of Patagonia. On a personal level, he identifies 
with an outdoor company that shares his own values of conservation and 
environmental stewardship.
In a recently published article in the Journal of Consumer Research, Angle 
and two colleagues discovered that a marketing strategy for new companies 
to partner with an established brand is not always advantageous.
“If there is some sort of outcome, such as quality or performance, 
associated with the partnership, the two component brands will compete for 
association with the outcome and the new, unknown brand will likely lose,” 
he explained. However, if a company simply wants to build awareness, the 
piggybacking strategy usually works.
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UM research 
uses biomark
ers    
 to reveal
 brain injuries
Hits
Hard knocks: UM 
soccer player Payton 
Agnew (left) goes for a 
header during a 2015 
match against the 
Purdue Boilermakers. 
The student-athlete 
has volunteered to aid 
UM researchers who 
study concussions. 
(Photo by John Sieber)
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Hits
By Andrea Lewis
The Montana Grizzlies were clad in 
pink that day in honor of breast cancer 
awareness. Their opponent was the 
University of Idaho. Agnew, a redshirt 
sophomore from San Diego, entered the 
game. She hadn’t even touched the ball 
when her teammate got a free kick. Agnew, 
being tall, moved into the box, and her 
teammate kicked it directly to her. Agnew 
leapt for the header. Unfortunately her 
opponent did the same with elbows out, 
came crashing down onto Agnew and 
rammed an elbow into her face. 
Her memory of what followed is 
spotty. She lay on the field, unable to 
move. UM trainers mobilized and 
immediately took Agnew off the 
field and out of the game. Her 
eyes were extremely sensitive to 
light, her balance was off and a 
wave of nausea washed over her. 
She’d experienced these symptoms 
before. She was certain she had a 
concussion. 
What wasn’t certain was the severity 
of her mild traumatic brain injury. 
Two UM researchers in the Skaggs School 
of Pharmacy are working to change that. 
Research Assistant Professors Sarj Patel 
and Tom Rau have made some exciting 
discoveries, which they hope will lead to a 
test that can definitively measure whether 
someone has a mild TBI, assess its severity 
and objectively measure recovery from the 
injury. 
When Agnew was taken off the field, her 
trainers ran her through the Glasgow Coma 
Scale, which is a subjective measure of level 
of consciousness based on response to 
various stimuli. 
“When you get into mild concussions, or 
TBI, it’s very difficult for the Glasgow Coma 
Scale to pick up real subtle differences in 
a patient,” Rau says. “So, there has been 
a movement in the field of diagnostics 
to assess mild patients in an objective 
manner.”
And that’s exactly what their research 
team is doing. The group includes 
senior staff scientists Diane Brooks, Eric 
Wohlgehagen and Fred Rhoderick, as well 
as physical therapy Assistant Professor 
stressing and cognitive measurements 
using the standard Sport Concussion 
Assessment Tool, or SCAT3. This is what was 
used to evaluate Agnew’s recovery. While 
SCAT3 protocol is among the best, Rau 
says it’s risky. There can be a huge learning 
curve where athletes learn to memorize the 
questions and responses, so it’s not a true, 
objective measure of recovery. 
“I took the SCAT3 countless times,” 
Agnew says when explaining her road to 
recovery. “I took it enough times I had all 
the numbers, all the words and questions 
memorized to where they had to start 
creating new questions for me.” 
The research duo joined forces in a quest 
to develop a clinical lab test for TBI patients 
that can justly measure recovery before 
health care providers give the green light 
to resume normal activity. Their scientific 
expertise is a great match. Rau is an 
acute neural injury expert, and Patel is 
a pharmacology expert. Their meeting 
of the minds happened somewhat 
by happenstance, but when the two 
decided to put their heads together, 
they saw promising results.
 So what’s behind the science? 
Patel explains that by measuring 
blood-based biomarkers they are 
measuring micro-ribonucleic acid, or 
RNA, which are very small pieces of 
nucleic acid that very powerfully regulate 
how proteins are expressed in the body. 
“What we’ve found with our work is 
following injury there is an increase of these 
micro-RNA molecules in the blood of the 
patients,” Patel says. 
Their hard-hitting data caught the eye of 
two high-profile companies – the National 
Football League and General Electric Co. – 
which are investing in leading research to 
improve the safety of athletes, members of 
the military and society overall. 
In January 2014, the team’s seed money 
was running out. The researchers were 
preparing to pack up their offices when they 
got word they had been selected as one of 
16 winners in the first stage of GE/NFL’s 
Head Health Challenge I. They received 
UM soccer player Payton Agnew’s world 
was jolted on Oct. 10, 2014. Her memory 
of that day isn’t crystal clear, but one thing 
remained in focus: Her season was over.
Alex Santos. They are working to develop a 
biomarker in the blood that indicates how 
the brain reacts following a traumatic brain 
injury.
“Ultimately we want to say, ‘OK, this 
person did have a concussion and six 
weeks later is completely recovered,’” Rau 
says.  
Currently, recovery is assessed using 
neuropsychological measures – which 
largely are based on the intelligence of the 
individuals. Even though patients can pass 
the tests, they may not be fully recovered. 
UM Intercollegiate Athletics employs 
the ImPACT model, which is a series of 
assessments that involve cardiovascular 
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$300,000, mentorship and access to GE 
researchers and industry thought leaders. In 
2015, they would have an opportunity to win 
an additional $500,000 award.
“The first award allowed us to immediately 
begin research to identify biomarkers of 
injury occurring in the brains of athletes or 
military personnel,” Patel says.  
Their aim was to collect blood samples 
from people who had suffered from a 
traumatic brain injury. When they were 
looking for test subjects, one of the 
partnerships they formed was with UM Head 
Athletic Trainer J.C. Weida.
“That initial study was predominately with 
UM athletes,” Patel 
says. 
During their annual 
physicals, Weida 
alerted all football 
and soccer players of 
the opportunity to be 
involved in the study. 
Those who elected to 
participate had their 
blood drawn. Then if 
the athlete suffered 
a concussion, they 
could choose to have 
their blood drawn 
within 48 hours 
of the injury. The 
researchers collected 
and examined the 
samples, looking for 
the biomarkers to 
show up in the blood.
Agnew was one of 
the players who agreed to participate. 
“We just want to help out,” Agnew says. 
“We know what a unique opportunity it is to 
have this kind of research [at UM].”
The researchers got to work comparing 
the biomarkers in the control sample to the 
biomarkers in the blood of TBI sufferers. 
Some of these markers mirrored the 
patterns they observed in the animal model. 
The researchers were encouraged, but they 
wanted to know more. 
The topic of brain injuries has become 
a high-profile issue highlighted by a 
large number of former NFL players, 
among others, being diagnosed with a 
neurodegenerative disease called chronic 
traumatic encephalopathy, or CTE. Recent 
findings show people who suffer numerous 
brain injuries or get a second TBI before 
they are fully healed from the first 
experience long-term effects on the brain. 
Rau and Patel decided they would 
expand their study to see if the biomarkers 
could be observed in people who suffered 
from CTE as an end-stage disease. They 
formed a partnership with the brain bank 
at Boston University and obtained tissue 
samples. They were pleased to find the 
familiar markers from their previous 
studies also observed in the postmortem 
human tissue.
“We gave [GE/NFL] twice as much data 
as we originally promised,” Rau says. “It 
was a hard year, but we knew we had one 
shot at it, and we wanted to dazzle them.”
NFL and GE were impressed. “The fact 
that we were seeing very similar changes 
in the markers really pushed home that 
story for them,” Patel says. 
At the end of July, Rau and Patel 
received a phone call informing them they 
had been selected for the final round of 
funding. The small UM team was among 
six other final winners nationally selected 
from the initial group of 16 to receive a 
second-round, $500,000 grant. 
The current award will allow the 
research team to clinically validate the 
research – both in TBI and in CTE. Because 
proteins work in the body as transporters 
and catalysts, a disruption in one area 
could cause further-reaching problems. 
The research may help solve the mystery of 
why a localized brain injury causes damage 
throughout the entire brain.
“The workday never ends, but that’s OK, 
because we are chasing down a dream,” 
Rau says.
Part of that dream is to create diagnostic 
tools that will directly benefit TBI patients. In 
August 2015, the research team earned 
$2 million in follow-up funding from the state 
and the Montana University System. Using 
their GE/NFL findings as a launch-point, the 
team will collaborate with other TBI 
researchers and private companies to make 
their dream a reality. 
“We want our research to improve health, 
create jobs and generate revenue for 
Montana,” Rau says.
“We’ve got to get it right since we are one 
of the first,” Patel says. V  
For more information email sarjubhai.
patel@umontana.edu or thomas.rau@
mso.umt.edu. 
Researchers Alex Santos, Tom Rau and Sarj Patel (standing left to right) test the extent of brain injuries using 
equipment that tracks the eye movements of subjects.
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In December 2012, Jake 
Jacobsen had a stroke that 
left him with little ability to 
communicate. The 70-year-
old retired smokejumper was 
hospitalized for 75 days and 
eventually diagnosed with 
aphasia.
Aphasia, ancient Greek for 
“speechlessness,” is a language 
disorder caused by damage to 
the language centers of the brain. 
In Jacobsen’s case, he couldn’t 
express himself verbally, and 
he couldn’t understand what 
other people said to him. But 
because aphasia doesn’t affect 
intelligence, Jacobsen was still 
quite aware of the world around 
him. He was the same person as 
before, but he was trapped inside 
his own body.
Jake’s wife, Kristi, was terrified. 
Jake went through rehabilitation 
at the hospital, but eventually 
they were told there was nothing 
more they could do for him. 
It appeared to be a hopeless 
situation – that is until a speech 
therapist at the rehab center 
suggested the couple look into a 
new, intensive therapy program 
at UM. And so in June 2013, Jake 
and Kristi met with clinicians at 
UM’s Big Sky Aphasia Program. 
“I had never heard of it,” 
Kristi says. “But when we got 
there, they spent a fair amount 
of time with us. They did a lot 
of testing with Jake and said he 
was a perfect candidate for this 
program. We started regular 
therapy at BSAP in the fall of 
2013.”
As Jake began spending time 
in the therapy program, words 
came back to him. Little by little, 
Kristi saw the communication 
barrier begin to crumble. 
“When someone you love has 
this happen to them, you just 
want to do everything you can,” 
Kristi says. “I couldn’t accept the, 
‘Oh, he’s not going to get any 
better.’ Well, I just don’t accept 
that. And I’m glad I didn’t.”
To Talk  
By Erika Fredrickson
Jake Jacobsen, shown 
here working with UM 
graduate student Calley 
Bosch, participates in 
UM’s Big Sky Aphasia 
Program while his wife, 
Kristi, looks on.
UM program helps 
patients with aphasia again
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aphasia can present in curious ways. A person with aphasia might be able to talk, but the words come out as gibberish. The individual might say one thing but actually mean the 
opposite. They might put a full sentence together but not be able 
to engage in conversation. 
“Some folks struggle with just retrieving single words,” says 
Catherine Off, director of the Big Sky Aphasia Program and an 
assistant professor in UM’s Department of Communicative 
Sciences and Disorders. “They might know everything about a 
tangerine, but they can’t think of the word ‘tangerine.’” 
The first version of BSAP was developed in 2011 by Annie 
Kennedy, a UM clinical educator at the time, who was exploring 
clinical approaches to aphasia. When Off took a position at 
UM, she and Kennedy continued developing and expanding the 
program. Kennedy moved out of state recently, and Jenna Griffin, 
a former graduate student in the department, joined BSAP as a 
clinical educator and co-director. At the DeWit RiteCare Speech, 
Language and Hearing Clinic in the basement of Curry Health 
Center, Griffin and Off facilitate one-on-one sessions between 
clients and clinicians.
“We sometimes do what’s called semantic feature analysis,” 
Griffin says. “So if you take the example of tangerine, we might 
have a client try to describe aspects of a tangerine: Where does 
it grow? What do you do with it? And through this you strengthen 
those verb and noun networks.”
BSAP also consists of small group sessions with four or five 
participants, along with focused one-on-one conversations 
between the clients. They take breaks between sessions to avoid 
burnout, and they often end the day with a game of cards or some 
social activity that serves as a breather from all the focus on 
language skills.
In addition to in-person therapy, BSAP offers weekly tele-
rehabilitation, providing help via video chat for clients in rural 
areas who are unable to be physically present – something of 
major importance for a state like Montana.
BSAP’s approach is based on a new comprehensive model, 
using intensive therapy that is administered in shorter periods 
of time than is done during standard practice. One of the most 
important aspects of this approach is that it is specifically tailored 
to the client. When Kristi and Jake Jacobsen came to the clinic, 
for instance, the clinicians took time to learn about his interests 
and his goals. 
“Jake’s an avid Griz fan,” Kristi says. “He’s a hunter and likes 
to work in the yard, so all those things were integrated into his 
therapy. The idea is that if he’s going to make gains in therapy, 
he’s going to make gains in subject matter that he can use 
socially.”
She laughs and adds, “And I know that seems so obvious, but 
let me tell you, on the other side of the world in rehab units, that 
isn’t necessarily the case.”
BSAP holds two intensive programs each year – a longer one 
during the summer that includes recreational and social outings 
and a mini-intensive in the fall. If the client has an exciting life 
event, the clinicians will find a way to use it.
UM’s aphasia program is unique for another key reason. It 
also provides counseling, education and training for caregivers. 
Studies show that clients who have solid support networks will 
continue improving to a greater degree than those who do not.
“Caregiver counseling gives them the private space to vent all 
the stuff that is going on behind the scenes, that they would never 
want to share with their loved one – the parts of caregiving that 
are hard,” Off says. 
During the fall, spring and summer terms, BSAP also offers a 
free aphasia community group on Wednesdays from 11 a.m. to 
noon for anyone with aphasia, even if they’re not enrolled with 
BSAP. “Our aphasia group helps people to see that there really is 
a community here,” Off says. “They are not alone.”
Victoria Hinther enrolled in speech-language-pathology studies because she wanted to help people. BSAP offered her a focus for her passion.
“I’ve fallen in love with working with aphasia,” she says. 
“Everyone is different, and I think it’s really cool to figure out what 
they each need to be successful in communication.”
Hinther just started graduate school this fall, but she was able 
to get a jumpstart by working under Off’s mentorship in the BSAP 
lab as an undergraduate researcher earlier this spring. During 
the summer session, she accompanied BSAP participants to the 
Museum of Mountain Flying and the Boone and Crockett Club. 
These experiences gave her a chance to learn how to sharpen her 
skills as a clinician. Most of all, she learned it was important to 
gain her clients’ respect.
“When we first start [the program], we do some assessments 
UM’s Big Sky Aphasia Program is run by Jenna 
Griffin (left) and Catherine Off in the DeWit 
RiteCare Speech, Language and Hearing Clinic 
in the basement of the Curry Health Center.
to see where their skills are,” she says. “But it’s more than that. 
Somebody who hasn’t been able to express who they are in a 
really long time – I like to help find that person again.”
Graduate students also make the program financially viable. 
Most people living with aphasia end up running out of insurance 
coverage, which often makes private practice options cost-
prohibitive. BSAP costs about $2,100 for five weeks of therapy 
(48 hours, in all) and $2,500 for the summer intensive, while 
other programs across the country can range up to $40,000 for 
five weeks. 
The quality of care doesn’t suffer because of low costs, 
either: Graduate students usually outnumber clients, which 
means clients get one-on-one attention. In addition, students 
are required to stay abreast of the latest research to provide 
evidence for the treatment approaches they use during BSAP.  
“There is no clinician burnout,” Off says. “Every semester we 
have new students, so every semester we have a fresh set of 
eyes, a new approach and new enthusiasm and creativity.”
Last fall, the graduate students and directors began collecting 
data from the BSAP programs.
“We are tracking patient outcomes based on speech pathology 
tests,” Off says. “The outcomes focus on whether or not the 
patient’s language is getting better and whether or not the 
patient’s psychosocial well-being is improving. We are hopeful 
that the BSAP program will also help them to better cope with 
living with aphasia. We also track graduate student clinician 
outcomes to evaluate how the intensive model influences student 
learning. No other clinical researchers are currently examining 
clinician outcomes in this setting.”
At the heart of BSAP’s philosophy is neuro-plasticity – the idea 
that the brain is capable of remarkable change. If a person with 
aphasia isn’t making progress, you don’t stop trying – you change 
your approach. When Kristi Jacobsen first arrived with Jake, 
this was one of her biggest revelations. It was the hope she was 
looking for.
“Jake and I can have a conversation now,” she says. “Are there 
gaps? Absolutely. But BSAP has given me techniques for when 
we hit a block. He has made huge, huge improvements. I’m sorry 
that we are in this situation, but I am so grateful that Jake can 
participate in this. He wouldn’t be where he is today if it weren’t 
for this program.” V
For more information email catherine.off@umontana.edu. 
Off leads a session of the Aphasia Community 
Group, which meets every Wednesday during the 
fall, spring and summer terms.
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...Somebody who hasn’t been 
able to express who they are in 
a really long time – I like to 
help find that person again.”
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STUDEnT SPoTLiGHT
Whether working on a doctoral dissertation, a 
master’s thesis or an undergraduate capstone 
project, graduate and undergraduate 
students play a vibrant role in UM’s research 
community. The following offer a glimpse of 
student research now underway.
Alexis Billings
Hunters often ask Alexis Billings for the “all clear” signal to quiet 
the alarm calls that animals make when they detect a potential 
threat. The reality, Billings says, is more complicated. “It’s not as 
simple as one call for 
one predator. They’re 
making really subtle 
distinctions and then 
communicating that 
to other prey, as well 
as to the predators.” 
A Ph.D. candidate 
in UM’s Division of 
Biological Sciences 
advised by Professor 
Erick Greene, Billings 
studies the complex 
signals that birds, squirrels and other species make in complex 
environments. Her dissertation investigates the cross-species 
communication that occurs in response to danger. To study 
these signaling systems, Billings uses robotic raptors to provoke 
alarm at field sites near Missoula and in the eastern Cascades of 
Washington. Her findings, some of which appeared this December 
in the journal Animal Behavior and which she has discussed as a 
guest on NPR’s “On Point,” suggest that birds “encode information 
in their alarm calls in sophisticated ways” and that signaling 
systems are multimodal, meaning that they rely on a combination 
of visual, auditory and olfactory cues. After she defends her 
dissertation next winter, Billings plans to pursue a postdoctoral 
fellowship.
 Jimmy Henderson
Physics and astronomy major Jimmy Henderson writes computer 
code that helps a telescope on a mountaintop in Arizona search 
for new planets. As an undergraduate researcher with Project 
MINERVA, Henderson 
belongs to a team 
searching for “Earth-
like exoplanets,” or 
Earth-sized planets 
that orbit nearby 
stars. A partnership 
between UM, Harvard, 
Pennsylvania State 
University and 
Australia’s University of New South Wales, Project MINERVA hosts 
an array of four telescopes and a spectrometer on Arizona’s Mount 
Hopkins. Henderson and his colleagues telecommute, operating 
the telescopes remotely from their laptops and, in Henderson’s 
case, writing code that schedules targets for the planet-hunting 
telescopes. He was recruited to the project by Nate McCrady, a UM 
associate professor of physics and astronomy and co-investigator 
on the project. Henderson hopes his undergraduate research 
experiences make him a strong candidate for graduate school. 
After UM, he plans to pursue a doctorate in physics and astronomy 
with a focus on cosmology, the study of the universe at its 
largest scales.
Shelby Cole
Growing up on and near the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation in 
northern Montana, Shelby Cole witnessed “terrible health care” 
in her community. Currently a student in the Skaggs School of 
Pharmacy’s six-year 
doctor of pharmacy 
program, she operates 
on the mantra that 
“we need a better 
health care system, 
and I would like to be a 
part of improving it.” A 
Skaggs Scholar through 
UM’s Native American 
Center of Excellence, 
Cole works in Professor David Shepherd’s lab, where she evaluates 
the toxicity of a potential new drug to treat autoimmune diseases. 
Her research is supported by a grant she and Shepherd secured 
through the National Institutes of Health and the National Institute 
of Environmental Health Sciences. Ultimately, Cole hopes to merge 
her passion for biomedical and pharmaceutical research with 
her desire to improve health in her home community, where she 
has previously worked as a pharmacy technician at Fort Belknap 
Hospital. She says, “you listen to your elders” in her culture, and 
she envisions designing preventative public health programs 
that enlist tribal leaders to educate community members about 
conditions such as heart disease and diabetes.
Mina May
Mina May’s research starts with the premise that if children don’t 
feel that they’re good 
at reading, they’re less 
likely to read for fun. 
To reach children with 
language processing 
issues such as dyslexia, 
May’s adviser, Assistant 
Professor Ginger Collins 
of the Department of 
Communicative Sciences 
and Disorders, created 
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Camp CHRONICLE, a weeklong camp in which middle school 
students create comics as a way to develop essential literacy 
skills. May, whose master’s thesis examines the efficacy of Camp 
CHRONICLE’s approach, presented her and Collins’ findings at the 
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association in November. 
The preliminary results are striking: Student participants in the 
camp showed significant gains in language and literacy, as well as 
in self-efficacy and attitudes toward reading. At the conference, 
May received ASHA’s Member Honors Award, recognizing her as 
an outstanding student and future leader in speech-language 
pathology. A member of ASHA’s Native American caucus, she also 
was selected for the association’s competitive Minority Student 
Leadership Program, an intensive leadership training program. 
Citing the high turnover among speech-language pathologists on 
reservations and in tribal communities, May hopes to play a role 
in increasing the representation of Native Americans and Native 
Hawaiians in the speech-language pathology field so they can serve 
their home communities.  
Kevin Joyce
At the Nevada National Security Site near Las Vegas, Kevin Joyce 
creates mathematical models and algorithms that measure the 
blur in an imaging system, known as point spread function. In 
layman’s terms, he 
explains, “We’re 
trying to explain why 
pictures are blurry 
using numbers.” A 
doctoral candidate in 
applied mathematics, 
Joyce based his 
dissertation on 
his two summers 
of research at 
National Security 
Technologies, a contractor with the U.S. Department of Energy. 
His work helps measure the accuracy of an X-ray machine located 
about 500 feet below ground and used for nuclear stockpile 
stewardship. The Butte native earned his undergraduate degree in 
pure math before taking a teaching position at the Maine School of 
Science and Math. The high school’s approach engaged students 
in research, sparking Joyce’s interest in applied mathematics. 
This spring, Joyce expects to defend his dissertation, advised 
by UM Professor Jonathan Bardsley and an external adviser at 
National Securities Technologies. Currently applying to postdoctoral 
programs, he explains of his passion for applied math: “It’s a 
subject that gives you very measured progress. Once you’ve proven 
something or figured something out, you know it.” 
Franny Gilman
Franny Gilman’s doctoral dissertation research took her to 
Greenland, where for two summers she collected samples from 
the permafrost’s active layer, the top-most, thawed layer that gets 
deeper every year as temperatures increase in the Arctic. Back 
in the lab, she 
extracts the DNA 
and RNA of soil 
microbes “to see 
who was there and 
the function of 
that community.” 
Gilman is 
particularly 
interested in 
understanding methanotrophs, which metabolize methane. 
Because methane contributes to climate change, these microbes 
are of particular interest to scientists building climate change 
models. Originally a pre-veterinary student, Gilman first developed 
her interest in microbiology as an undergraduate research 
assistant at the University of Puget Sound on a project studying the 
microbial communities in lizards. At UM, she studied with William 
Holben, professor of microbial ecology, and collaborated on her 
research with the Center for Permafrost Research at the University 
of Copenhagen. Gilman successfully defended her dissertation in 
December and now works for Blue Marble Biomaterials, where she 
extracts natural pigments from different microorganisms to see if 
they can be produced in commercial quantities. 
Jolene Brink
In “Peregrine,” her poetry collection that won UM’s 2015 Merriam-
Frontier Award, Jolene Brink uses landscape, history and memory 
to explore the impacts of climate change. Brink, a second-year MFA 
student, was drawn 
to UM not only for 
its Creative Writing 
Program, but also 
for its strengths 
in wilderness and 
climate change 
studies. Last 
summer, she joined 
a citizen science 
backpacking trip 
in the Absaroka 
Mountains organized by UM’s Wilderness Institute. “It was great to 
do field work that intersects with my creative research on the trip,” 
she says. With the English department’s Nettie Weber Scholarship, 
Brink also completed a residency at the Kunstnarhuset Messen, a 
residential art center in the fjords of Norway, where she completed 
a poem about that country forthcoming in the journal Carolina 
Quarterly. In English Professor Joanna Klink’s courses, Brink says 
she delved into new projects, such as an essay she is researching 
on families whose pre-1910 cabins inside Glacier National Park 
are due to turn over to the National Park Service once their 
present owners die. Her method, she says, is to ask, “What are you 
obsessed with?” then “write toward that and see all the things you 
can do.” V
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By Dillon Tabish
G roundbreaking, dynastic achievements can begin with something as small and seemingly 
insignificant as a stonefly.
Just ask Jack Stanford, the longest-
serving director of one of the oldest and 
most respected research stations in 
the nation, the University of Montana’s 
Flathead Lake Biological Station. 
Stanford’s early research of the peculiar 
insects led him on a lifelong odyssey 
around the world, including Russia’s 
remote Kamchatka Peninsula, where 
he came across one of the last true 
strongholds of salmon on the globe, and 
the backcountry of Papua New Guinea, 
where he and his wife, Bonnie Ellis, made 
first contact with an indigenous village in 
the remote forestlands.
This journey also took a fateful trip in 
1972 to a relatively quiet research station 
on the shores of Flathead Lake. 
Five decades later, Stanford, 68, is 
the scientific sentinel who shaped the 
biological station into a world-class 
research site for freshwater ecology and 
limnology off the scenic shores of Yellow 
Bay between Bigfork and Polson. With 
220 peer-reviewed papers and nine edited 
books published, he is a top expert in his 
field, garnering international acclaim and 
collecting $50 million in grants that have 
helped establish the station’s reputation 
as a renowned source of research tied to 
the largest freshwater lake in the West 
and its surrounding ecosystem.
“In a relatively short time – an 
amazingly short time – he raised this 
station to international prominence,” 
says James Ward, a pioneering stream 
ecologist and longtime collaborator with 
the station. “He developed a state-of-the-
art facility. He started developing funding 
to conduct research at the very highest 
level. And he and his colleagues have 
earned recognition for their work in the 
Flathead ecosystem around the world.”
In spring 2016, Stanford will retire after 
45 years at FLBS, including 36 as director. 
His retirement follows that of Ellis, who 
stepped down in February 2015 as a 
full-time research professor at the station 
Scientific 
Sentinel
After shaping one of the nation’s oldest and most 
respected research stations, Jack Stanford is retiring as 
director of UM’s Flathead Lake Biological Station
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Internationally renowned 
researcher Jack Stanford, who 
has directed UM’s Flathead Lake 
Biological Station since 1980, 
will retire this year. 
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For Stanford, it all started with stoneflies.
As a boy growing up on the Gunnison 
River and other streams in western 
Colorado, Stanford regularly fly-fished with 
his father near their family’s farmland. 
He would watch the small, narrow-winged 
insects emerge in dramatic hatches along 
the shores they frequented. 
As a fisheries student at Colorado State 
University, Stanford began researching 
these peculiar insects, curious about 
their profound role in the freshwater 
environment and how they were an 
ultimate indicator of water quality due to 
their intolerance to pollution.
in 1972, while pursuing his doctorate 
at the University of Utah, he was sent to 
northwest Montana to study stoneflies 
in the Flathead River basin, considered 
a prime environment for river ecology 
because of the massive lake and the 
pristine wilderness lands protecting the 
region.
It was here, in the Flathead Valley 
working at the Flathead Lake Biological 
Station, where Stanford made a ground-
breaking discovery at the age of 25. 
He found stoneflies living beneath 
the alluvial aquifers of the Flathead 
River, begging the question, how were 
these species living underground? At 
the time, rivers were largely viewed as 
two dimensional and were believed to 
be only what you could see flowing over 
the landscape. By chasing the stoneflies 
beneath the surface and finding them 
more than a kilometer from the river 
channel’s edge, Stanford discovered that 
indeed rivers are three dimensional and 
existed significantly beyond the visible 
streams and supported a vast food chain 
of insects and other microorganisms. 
 
in 1974, Stanford published his findings 
in Science, the prestigious journal 
detailing the world’s top research. It was a 
monumental discovery that changed the 
world of river ecology.
It also marked the beginning of a 
transformative era for the Flathead Lake 
Biological Station. 
At the time, the station was a rather 
minimal site featuring a few rustic cabins 
and one lab. Stanford was just one of two 
people who lived year-round at the site.
“It was a good place to study. It was 
quiet and I could work on my stoneflies,” 
he says. “I’d go every couple weeks up the 
Middle Fork or North Fork or South Fork to 
collect stonefly samples.”
By the mid- to late-1970s, the field of 
limnology – the study of inland waters – 
began to expand, and people’s interest in 
water-quality issues was spiking. 
Again, Stanford and his team at the bio 
station were at the forefront. 
His team of researchers, including Ellis, 
began studying the intricacies of clean 
water environments and how nitrogen and 
phosphorous from pollutants impacted 
those vital resources. 
“We didn’t know much about the lake 
except that it was extremely clear and that 
it had a way, way enormous diversity of 
organisms in it,” Stanford says.
It was during that period when Stanford 
and others began to think about acquiring 
the funding for a full state-of-the-art 
research lab that could truly devote the 
level of insight that a lake like Flathead 
deserved.
Stanford and former director John 
Tibbs wrote the grant application seeking 
funding and in 1977 were awarded 
after 37 years. For almost their entire 
tenure, Stanford and Ellis lived together 
year-round at the station, mentoring 
generations of students and compiling one 
of the longest continuous water quality 
databases in the world. Together they have 
garnered many of the highest international 
research awards.
Their departure marks the end of an 
era. After an extensive search process, 
the University announced in July that 
James Elser, an internationally renowned 
freshwater ecologist, will succeed Stanford 
as the new director. Elser plans to hire two 
new researchers to follow in Ellis’ footsteps 
as well.
“The incredible record that Jack Stanford 
and Bonnie Ellis have put together over 
the decades they’ve been here, that’s 
quite the act to follow. This station is 
internationally renowned already, and 
that is an incredible platform to build 
from,” says Elser, a distinguished scientist 
and freshwater researcher from Arizona 
State University and president of the 
world’s largest water-science society, the 
Association for the Sciences of Limnology 
and Oceanography.
flathead lake 
BioloGical Station 
directorS
James Elser will join a short list 
of renowned directors who have 
led the 117-year-old Flathead 
Lake Biological Station when he 
takes over for Jack Stanford in the 
summer of 2016.
Morton Elrod  | 1899-1933
Joseph Severy  | 1934-1936
Gordon B. Castle  | 1937-1961
Richard Solberg  | 1962-1969
John Tibbs  | 1970-1979
Jack Stanford  | 1980-2016
James Elser  | 2016-
Stanford (left) and incoming director Jim Elser pose with UM’s Jessie B. research vessel. 
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$1 million. That same year, the station’s 
team began collecting continuous data 
from Flathead Lake, measuring all aspects 
of the lake’s complex identity. 
By 1980, the research lab was intact and 
Stanford was the new ambitious director 
making a name for himself and his team 
in the scientific community. Offers from 
bigger universities and stations began 
rolling in, but Stanford never considered a 
change in scenery.
At times the station has nearly 40 
faculty and staff members on board with 
a constant stream of students. They have 
played a major role in raising awareness 
of water-quality issues, including the 
threat of aquatic invasive species and 
the deleterious effects of upstream 
mining in Canada, leading to a watershed 
agreement between the U.S. and Canadian 
governments to protect the Crown of the 
Continent. The station provided research 
that helped stop ill-conceived coal mining 
in Canada. 
in 1981, Ellis published one of the most 
cited papers in limnology, detailing how 
different groups of plankton use carbon 
dioxide and other nutrients in different 
ways to spur the primary production 
in lakes. It, too, was groundbreaking 
research and to this day still informs 
the study of water quality. She also led 
the development of an innovative lake 
modeling system that is considered 
a breakthrough for future freshwater 
research, using the long-term data kept on 
file since 1977.
in 1983, FLBS scientists discovered the 
first lakewide algae bloom due to pollution 
in Flathead Lake, and as a result Stanford 
and others successfully convinced local 
cities to ban phosphorous-containing 
detergents that were seeping through 
faulty sewage treatment systems in the 
aquifer. A nationwide ban would later 
sweep the country, rooted in the Flathead 
Valley’s unprecedented decision.
“Those were the days when you could 
begin to see everything coming together 
for the station and it becoming something 
really important,” Stanford says.
He added, “What we’ve done here over 
these many years rests squarely on the 
shoulders of the many people who have 
worked here at this field station. It’s not 
so much about me, it’s about all the fine 
people who work with me. We have worked 
together, most of us, for many years, and 
that’s something I cherish more than 
anything.”
Now Stanford and Ellis are excited to 
chase stoneflies in new streams. They are 
moving to Twisp, Washington, where they 
have a home by the Twisp River. 
“I know a lot about the Flathead River. 
I don’t know a lot about those rivers,” he 
says. “So I’ve got new rivers to explore 
while continuing to foster funding for FLBS 
and help with long-term conservation of 
the Flathead River-Lake ecosystem.” V
elSer ready 
to lead flBS
James “Jim” Elser, an internationally 
renowned freshwater ecologist, will become 
the seventh director of UM’s century-old 
Flathead Lake Biological Station. Elser, a lake 
ecologist who serves as a Regents Professor 
at Arizona State University, was selected for 
the position after an extensive international 
search.
“(FLBS) is really well-known in my field 
of limnology as an amazing place to work 
and study,” Elser says. “I was drawn to the 
position by that reputation, including the 
terrific research program established by Jack 
Stanford and the other bio station faculty, but 
it was all solidified when I visited.”
Elser began his new duties Dec. 1, though 
he will not be in residence at the bio station 
until March 1. Stanford will remain director 
until Elser arrives and then stay on until 
June 1 as a UM faculty member to complete 
research, write and mentor his final graduate 
students. 
Elser is a distinguished sustainability 
scientist in ASU’s Global Institute of 
Sustainability, as well as a highly acclaimed 
scholar who has won numerous awards, 
including Fulbright Scholar (twice), ASU 
Professor of the Year by the ASU Parents’ 
Association and the G.E. Hutchinson Award, 
the most prestigious global award in the 
aquatic sciences. He also has an exemplary 
record of earning research grants, including 
multimillion-dollar awards from the National 
Science Foundation and NASA.
“I hope to bring a broad interdisciplinary 
and international vision to the station,” Elser 
says. “Globally, freshwaters are a critically 
important resource for our very survival, 
and lakes especially are central in providing 
economic, cultural and social value. This 
is especially true for Flathead Lake, which 
is a treasure of Montana and the whole 
Northwest.”
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By Alex Strickland
Like most parents, Trent Atkins knows 
there’s always more he could be doing 
to prepare his kids for school. But unlike 
most parents, the professor in UM’s 
Phyllis J. Washington College of Education 
and Human Sciences set out to create 
tools so all parents could do something 
about that nagging feeling.
Research shows that around the 
country some 40 percent of kids start 
kindergarten already behind in key 
benchmarks. It’s a gap that’s hard to 
make up and gets wider as time goes on.
“If kids aren’t reading by the end of first 
grade, that’s a huge predictor of ongoing 
difficulty,” Atkins says. “What has me 
passionate is looking at the system and 
seeing we have left parents out. We’ve 
kind of given them a pass and said, ‘We’ll 
take care of that.’”
While that sobering statistic about 
first-grade reading proficiency has created 
a national push for more early literacy 
efforts in institutional education systems, 
Atkins has worked to get parents involved 
in small but meaningful ways. He and a 
pair of graduate students, Craig Buscher 
and Daniel Zielaski, started Immersive 
Learning for Children, a private company 
offering simple guidance for parents 
Pre-K   for  Parents
UM-produced company helps parents prep kids for kindergarten
UM Professor Trent Atkins, shown 
here with his wife, Rachel, and 
5-year-old son Abe, has launched 
a private company to promote 
reading skills for young children.
on how to help get their young children 
thinking about the building blocks of 
reading before they walk into their first day 
of school.
 “These are little things parents can 
do like pointing things out when reading 
to their child or talking about them when 
driving down the road,” Atkins says. “And 
the younger a kid is the easier it is – just 
expose them to things like letter sounds. 
Parents could and should be doing this.”
And the appeal likely won’t be limited 
to parents. School administrators 
faced with 40 percent of kids being 
unprepared to start formal schooling have 
to make immense personnel and fiscal 
commitments to bring those students up 
to speed. What would the implications be 
for resources if that number dropped to 20 
percent?
For Atkins, whose background is in 
special education – a section of the U.S. 
education system that he describes as 
historically reactionary by nature – having 
fewer kids who need to make up ground 
means more resources to be proactive in 
the classroom and help the kids who are 
at risk of falling behind their peers.
But how to get that number down? 
Atkins believes parents are ready and 
Using Digital 
Technology 
to Create 
Analog 
Experiences
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willing to help prepare their kids, if only they had a 
better idea of how to go about it. Immersive Learning 
for Children sends parents a series of short emails 
with a brief rundown of a “lesson” and links to videos 
explaining and demonstrating ways to work with their 
child (see sidebar).
“Most parents want to do this, but have they learned 
what they should be doing?” Atkins asked. “Most are 
open to it, and the easier it is the higher the likelihood 
that they’ll use it.”
That sentiment was echoed by Zielaski, who saw 
parents realize what they were capable of right before 
his eyes.
“You’re freeing parents from this false reality that 
they don’t have the skills to positively impact their 
children’s educational future,” he says. “We literally saw 
it in front of us at Missoula County Public School pre-K 
activities as we watched a wave of emotions come over 
parents when they realized what they could do.”
As the company gets its feet underneath it, reading 
will be the primary focus, but Atkins says he hopes to 
add beginning math and even social behavior lessons 
at some point. He wants to prepare young students as 
well as possible not just for kindergarten, but for the 
rest of their lives. V
The name Immersive Learning for Children belies the 
primary 
target of its email-based lessons: parents. Emails fro
m the 
Montana startup introduce parents to a simple conce
pt like 
connecting spoken words to printed words. A few sho
rt Web 
videos outline the concept and suggest potential acti
vities and 
strategies to help connect with the young child.
The emails are brief – “We’re trying to make them eve
n 
shorter,” says company co-founder Trent Atkins – and
 in addition 
to the core lesson text and videos, the emails also inc
lude a list of 
links for free apps and Web resources for multiple pla
tforms and 
devices.
The online nature of the content means that Internet a
ccess 
is a prerequisite for the outreach to work, and while A
tkins 
acknowledges availability isn’t universal, the email m
ethod is 
rooted in simplicity.
“We asked ourselves how you make it as accessible 
as possible, and the fact is that most people now hav
e 
smartphones,” Atkins says. “If they don’t have a smar
tphone, they 
probably have a computer or other device at home, or
 at the very 
least, they’ve got access to a public library.”
The no-nonsense short videos and lack of fancy graph
ics 
matches the emails’ intent, which isn’t to pull kids or 
their parents 
into additional screen time but to get them engaged w
ith one 
another to work on simple, entertaining lessons wher
ever they are.
“It’s really a digital tool to help create an analog conn
ection 
between parents and children,” Atkins says.
SHAPE-P20Foundation Helps Business Launch
As the idea for Immersive Learning for Children was getting off the ground with a business plan, launch strategy and the million things required to get a business going, there was one considerable hang-up: Without the short videos that had been used for free in a research environment, the company would be underwater right from the start because of the steep costs associated with making video content on their own.
The videos were produced for a series called Building Blocks for Literacy by the Stearn Center for Language and Learning, a foundation in Vermont. The center had agreed to their free distribution during research Atkins conducted as part of SHAPE-P20, a wide-ranging initiative between UM and the Missoula County Public Schools to take a holistic look at education from preschool to the doctoral level. The Montana program is supported by the Dennis and Phyllis Washington Foundation and counts developing community and family investment in education among its goals.
“A big part of the business’s viability was finding out whether the Stearn Center would be open to some kind of profit-sharing arrangement,” Atkins says. “As it happened, it was our heavy involvement with the Washington Foundation that helped convince them to do it.”
The nature and scope of SHAPE-P20 also helped foster a unique environment in the education college that then-graduate student Daniel Zielaski credited with his unique graduate school experience, culminating in a partnership at an education technology startup, as well as a collegiality that’s hard to come by.
“When SHAPE-P20 was taking off, there was an environment where people were invested in one another’s success and at the highest levels of leadership there was help to build out a set of projects that melded departments together,” he says. “I can’t help but think that’s why SHAPE-P20 was successful and will probably continue to be so, and why Immersive Learning for Children was born out of that project.”
As the UM liaison for SHAPE-P20, Atkins has been closely involved with the project’s efforts, including research into the creation of assessment tools for pre-K students where he met with focus groups of kindergarten teachers and got a close look at what those educators hope to see when a child begins his or her formal education. The resulting assessment showed him that many of the young students coming up short on certain benchmarks could derive huge benefits from some relatively simple guidance at home in the months before they start kindergarten.
“I work from the principle that something is better than nothing, and even though an assessment is just a snapshot of a kid’s knowledge, we can create tools to help parents help their kids,” he says. 
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DisEasE 
VEctors
Bat, mouse studies may help predict outbreaks
By Deborah Richie
A flight of fruit bats
(Courtesy of Raina Plowright) 
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What do Ebola, SARS, Nipah and 
hantavirus have in common? All 
four viruses originated in wildlife 
and spread to people.
Across the world, scientists are scrambling to 
understand deadly new diseases. They study 
the viruses in a race against time in hopes of 
developing vaccines and preventing epidemics. 
However, the virus is only one half of the equation, 
says Angie Luis, UM assistant professor of 
population and disease ecology.
“I would argue that it’s important to understand 
what’s happening in the wildlife if we want to 
prevent these spillovers into humans,” Luis says. 
Her research embraces the wide field of 
population, community and disease ecology to 
answer big questions. What leads to outbreaks? 
What are the environmental triggers? Can we 
predict when outbreaks will occur? How does 
transmission from animals to humans work?
Luis currently focuses on two wildlife disease 
hosts: mice and bats. She applies mathematical 
models fed with reams of data to come up with 
patterns that can lead to answers. Discuss the 
power of math applied to wildlife biology, and Luis 
reveals her passion right away.
“I find mathematical modeling really powerful,” 
says Luis, who joined UM’s College of Forestry and 
Conservation in 2014 after completing postdoctoral 
research at Princeton University in ecology and 
evolutionary biology. “We can predict things.” 
Predicting Hantavirus 
Outbreaks
In 2015, Luis produced significant results that 
could mean fewer deaths from hantavirus, a 
disease transmitted from deer mice to people and 
one that’s relevant to Montanans. While cases are 
few, the mortality rate is one out of three.
“We can potentially predict the times of increased 
risk of hantavirus months in advance,” she says 
of her published research in the journal Ecology. 
Luis is the lead author with three co-authors of 
“Environmental fluctuations lead to predictability in 
Sin Nombre hantavirus outbreaks.”
The predictive ability resulted from analyzing 20 
years of field data in the state gathered by her 
colleagues at Montana Tech in Butte.
“Their data show huge fluctuations in mouse 
populations and hantavirus prevalence within the 
mice,” she says.
Crowded mice Portends 
Hantavirus
When mice reach a density of at least 17 per 
hectare (2 1/2 acres) outbreaks result, but not 
right away. Luis explains that if mice reach very 
high densities of 70 per hectare, the transmission 
rates increase and an outbreak could occur about 
four months later. The lower the density of mice, 
the longer the time lag. A density of 35 mice per 
hectare would give 11 months’ warning before 
hantavirus becomes a real threat.
“The time lag gives us time to warn people to take 
precautions,” Luis says. The most common way 
to contract hantavirus is from contact with fresh 
droppings, and spraying them with a bleach solution 
kills the virus.
The challenge is to monitor mice population 
changes in differing habitats to predict outbreaks 
with accuracy, says Luis. For example, mice may 
skyrocket in numbers after plentiful rainfall leads to 
lush plant growth and seeds that mice eat. Yet not 
all parts of the state have similar conditions.
Heat-Stressed mice 
more Vulnerable
The Luis lab now is investigating hantavirus in 
mice related to climate change and competition 
with other species for food. When it’s hot outside, 
we might head indoors to stay cool. For mice, 
higher temperatures may add stress that depresses 
the immune system and invites replication of 
UM researcher Angie Luis 
uses mice and bats as a 
model to study population 
and disease ecology.
UM graduate student Andreas Eleftheriou 
holds a mouse in a study area near Polson. 
(Angie Luis photo)
s
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hantavirus, Luis suggests. In turn, higher 
doses of the virus in saliva could raise 
transmission rates when a mouse bites 
another mouse. As climate changes, food 
resources also change, affecting mice 
densities.
To study stress in mice, Luis is writing a 
grant to test whether stress hormone levels 
rise as competition grows. The research 
would entail setting up enclosures stocked 
with mice and then adding in competitors, 
like voles, to see how mice respond.
Meanwhile, Luis advises people not to 
stress out too much about hantavirus.
“You’re twice as likely to be struck by 
lightning as you are to contract hantavirus,” 
she says.
The epidemic potential of some other hosts 
Luis studies can be dramatic in comparison.
Why Bats Survive 
and Transmit 
Viruses
Bats can live with not one but sometimes 
multiple viruses, especially in tropical 
climates where the bat species diversity is 
high. Sometimes those viruses spill over to 
humans. Ebola likely originated from bats 
in Central Africa. SARS and Nipah virus are 
linked to bats in Southeast Asia.
Luis once again takes advantage of 
mathematical modeling to find telling 
patterns that offer clues to why bats are 
such effective conveyers of disease to 
people.
Her work does not diminish her 
appreciation for bats, which decorate her 
office as silhouettes.
“Bats are really important, and we need 
to conserve them,” she says of their role 
as pollinators and predators of insects like 
mosquitoes. “What we need to do is to stop 
contact with humans and not kill bats.”
Bats come into contact with people more 
often when they lose natural habitats, she 
explains. The Nipah virus, for example, is 
connected to cutting down native trees 
in Malaysia that sustained fruit bats. To 
survive, the bats roosted in domestic fruit 
trees. They ate fruit that then dropped to 
the ground and was in turn eaten by pigs 
foraging below. The first outbreak in 1999 
showed the virus came from eating pigs. Out 
of 300 cases, 100 people died.
“Ecological factors are important, as are 
the number of species and the potential 
contacts of species with each other,” Luis 
says.
She points out that certain kinds of bats 
naturally will roost in colonies numbering 
in the millions, often with multiple bat 
species.
“It’s the perfect place for bats to 
interact, leading to high contact rates and 
transmissions across species,” she says.
Bats fly. They cover long distances 
and can spread the virus to different 
regions, and meanwhile most bats remain 
unaffected by the viruses they carry. (See 
sidebar).  The exception is rabies, which 
does kill bats that contract it. The case of 
the white-nose syndrome that has killed 
millions of bats in the eastern U.S. is 
different, because the disease comes from 
a newly introduced fungus. 
To find patterns, Luis is leading a 
research effort that entails sifting through 
70 years of data on viruses identified 
in bats and rodents. So far, she’s 
documented that bats host more viruses 
per species than rodents do. 
That seems strange at first glance, with 
2,200 species of rodents compared to 
1,100 species of bats. The two groups 
rank No. 1 and No. 2 in highest numbers 
of species among mammals. 
In her newest article in Ecology Letters, 
Luis focuses on the ability of bats to 
transmit viruses from one species to 
another and how that common occurrence 
may help explain why bats serve as 
reservoirs for emerging viruses. She 
examined them in a community context, 
rather than as individual species, and 
compared them to rodents. The results 
suggest that viruses cross over more easily 
in bat species than in rodent species.  
Social bats and those that migrate share 
and spread more viruses.
Her colorful graphic displays a network 
of arcing lines depicting how social bat 
species and those that migrate share 
and spread more viruses. The converging 
lines pinpoint certain communities and 
individual species of both bats and rodents 
that may be the highest contenders for 
transmitting wildlife diseases, narrowing 
the field for future studies.
“Understanding the dynamics in wildlife 
is important to understand what leads to 
spillover into humans,” Luis stresses. “It’s 
urgent right now.” V
The 
Feverish 
Flight of 
Bats 
The only mammal that 
flies, a bat’s metabolism 
increases up to 15 times 
its resting rate, with body 
temperatures escalating 
to fever levels. Luis 
hypothesizes that this 
feverish flight may explain 
why a bat can host viruses 
that are not harmful to the 
bat, yet once transmitted to 
people can prove deadly.
Fever is one mechanism 
that helps our immune 
system fight infections, but 
it fails when encountering a 
disease like Ebola.
“Viruses in bats may 
have evolved to handle 
the ramped up immune 
response,” Luis explains. 
“In humans that would 
mean our immune system 
isn’t effective.”
“We have proven that innovators can 
solve the grand challenge of building a 
breakthrough pH sensor. The next step 
is all the rest of the world being inspired 
to take this [technology] and solve the 
challenge of ocean acidification.”
— Paul Bunje
    Wendy Schmidt Ocean Health XPRIZE senior director
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Janet Seidel, a Sunburst employee and UM 
alumna, puts a reagent bag on a SAMI-pH unit 
as Sunburst CEO Jim Beck looks on at the 
company headquarters in Missoula.
